Friends,

This week, I introduced a bill, along with 22 of my House colleagues, that will prevent liberal states and localities from instituting vaccine passport requirements for in-person voting. This forward-looking bill, first introduced by Senator Ted Cruz, the Securing Enfranchisement and the Rights of Voters regardless of Inoculation Status (SERVIS) Act, will secure Americans’ right to vote, no matter their vaccination status. I’m proud to join Sen. Cruz in this fight.

TWEET: We must protect Americans’ right to vote from Democrats’ vaccine mandates

As you know, lockdown politicians have used unconstitutional COVID mandates and restrictions to disrupt everyday life for the past two years. They’ve even gone so far as to use vaccine requirements to get hardworking Americans fired from their jobs. It’s not hard to imagine that they would extend these mandates to voting booths next.

Moreover, it is the height of irony that the same politicians who want you to show a vaccine passport to enter a restaurant have long been opposed to voter ID laws. Regardless of Democrats’ hypocrisy, Senator Cruz and I believe we must act now on this issue in order to protect Americans’ constitutional right to vote.

“These petty tyrants should not be able to strip Americans of their voting rights by demanding vaccine passports at the voting booth,” Senator Cruz said after introducing his bill last month. “The American people have tolerated enough from lockdown politicians who have grossly marginalized constitutional liberties in the name of COVID-19. This is wrong.”

I agree with the Senator’s words. The idea of taking away people’s freedoms seemed unimaginable before the pandemic. But two years later, we have seen relentless attacks on Americans’ liberties by Democrats in Congress and the Biden Administration. Americans have had enough, we have to stop these authoritarians now.
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Americans Support the Canadian Truckers

Also, as I’m sure you’ve seen, thousands of Canadian truckers made their way to the Canadian capital of Ottawa last weekend in protest of their country’s tyrannical vaccine mandates.

FOX NEWS: Bishop: These truckers are not some “fringe minority”

Fittingly, the truckers called this movement the “Freedom Convoy.”

It was a powerful image seeing trucks lined up for miles supporting what should be a fundamental liberty. No one should be denied work or unable to participate in everyday life because the regime decides to adopt arbitrary rules that curtail our freedoms. Americans have been inspired by these efforts, as we are fighting the same battle here in our country.

“The truckers in Canada have done more for freedom than the entire Democrat party the past two years,” I told Fox News this week.

“They are not some ‘fringe minority’ with ‘unacceptable views.’ The American people, and freedom loving people across the globe, are tired of the Left’s tyrannical policies. By standing against vaccine mandates, these truckers are simply standing up for liberty. We are behind them.”

TWEET: God bless the Freedom Convoy!
After four years of “Russia collusion” lies, it’s safe to say that Americans deserve answers and clarity as to how it all started. This week, I had a chance to discuss the latest news coming out of the Durham investigation on Fox Business’ *Evening Edit* with Liz MacDonald.

One thing the interview makes very clear as it relates to this investigation, the more we learn about the Durham report, the worse it looks for everyone who pushed the Russia collusion narrative. Many of them were on Clinton Campaign in 2016 and some are even working in the Biden Administration right now. I can assure you that my Republicans colleagues and I will do everything in our power to get to the bottom of this hoax.

Sincerely,

Dan Bishop
Member of Congress